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Provide High-Quality Reading 
Support This Summer 
Dive into summer with Imagine Language & Literacy, a research-backed program designed to keep students 
engaged and learning. Our personalized reading instruction ensures each student’s summer is filled with growth 
and discovery.

Reading, but make it fun: engage your students with playful, 
interactive reading games that not only enhance their 
comprehension skills but also build robust vocabulary and 
language skills, making reading an adventure.

Individualized learning journeys: each student embarks on a unique 
learning path, tailored to their reading level and pace. This ensures 
they’re practicing the skills they need and are provided personalized 
attention and a customized educational experience.

Progress monitoring: track and celebrate every student’s reading journey with an intuitive dashboard, providing 
insights into their achievements and areas for growth, ensuring targeted support throughout the summer.

IMAGINE LANGUAGE & LITERACY PROVIDES: 

Why language and literacy?
According to decades of science of reading research, skilled reading is the product of word recognition and 
language comprehension. Meaning if one area is weak, then reading comprehension is diminished. That’s why 
it’s critical to teach both literacy and language skills in tandem. 
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3 Easy Ways to Support Reading this Summer

CAMP IMAGINE LANGUAGE & LITERACY

   Use one program to guide your summer small group reading tutoring:

 à Allow Imagine Language & Literacy to run an initial diagnostic assessment, providing you with detailed skill 
gaps to target and setting each student on their own unique learning pathway

 à Print offline resources and lessons related to the skills with which your students need extra support

 à Create a summer station rotation, where students work individually on their personalized pathways and you 
pull 1–2 students at a time providing individualized attention

ENHANCE EXISTING PROGRAMS

   Add Imagine Language & Literacy for 20–30 minutes a day, 2x a week to any existing summer learning  
 camp or program you’re running for easy and effective reading support.

SUPPORT AT HOME (OR ON VACATION!):

Provide login information to families over the summer so that kids can learn from their device at  
 home and even on vacation!
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Usage Recommendations 
for Imagine Language & 

Literacy

Imagine Language & Literacy 
Family Resource

Help Center

Language Support in Imagine 
Language & Literacy

Already loving Imagine Language & Literacy in your classroom? 
Here are a few helpful articles about making the most of your summer implementation. YES
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Help Center: help.imaginelearning.com
Usage Recommendations for Imagine Language & Literacy: help.imaginelearning.com/hc/en-us/articles/14629741526295
Imagine Language & Literacy Family Resource: help.imaginelearning.com/hc/en-us/articles/12955501247127
Language Support in Imagine Language & Literacy: help.imaginelearning.com/hc/en-us/articles/360059643813
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imaginelearning.com/language-and-literacy

877-725-4257 • solutions@imaginelearning.com

Add more destinations to your summer roadmap  
   Personalized Credit Recovery 

   Building an Online Summer School 

   Design Your Own STEM Camp  

   Summer Math Pathways That Stop the Slide 

   Middle School Concept Recovery 

   Summer English Language Development

Download all the guides at:  
imaginelearning.com/the-summer-of-yes
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